
Bee Biology and Life Cycle 
Queen bee behavior laying patterns, who's at fault? Episode 2 https://youtu.be/y4JawmW8-g8?t=1524
How do bees survive cold winters? Episode 2 https://youtu.be/y4JawmW8-g8?t=2330
Southern Honey Bees, can they handle northern weather? Episode 3 https://youtu.be/81sJX7exiE4?t=1139
What about "Hot" bees from Texas, do I worry about those? Episode 4
Why do beekeepers clip the wings on the Queen? Episode 4
Cell size, Bee Size, are bigger bees better? Episode 5 https://youtu.be/J_ab10nATDU?t=2051
Do bees have trouble removing dead drones? What are drones good for? Episode 5 https://youtu.be/J_ab10nATDU?t=1538
When bees are landing in the snow, do you pick them up and put them back on their hive landing boards? Episode 6 https://youtu.be/tcncFeOVDHk?t=120
What about Re-Queening a colony with a different strain of Queen Bee? Episode 10 https://youtu.be/1R_c6tMuMYM?t=1574
How do bees stay cool when it's hot outside? Episode 11 https://youtu.be/cZ8L8V3rkPk?t=1686
How long do Weaver Queen Bees live? Episode 14 https://youtu.be/VcGNyo4D4WY?t=560
How common is it for a colony to go "queenless" and why does that happen? Episode 14 https://youtu.be/VcGNyo4D4WY?t=2227
What happens to bee colonies in the wild that lose a Queen and don't succeed in producing a replacement? Episode 15 https://youtu.be/rmXwd0IwAck?t=195
How do Africanized honeybees end up taking over European Honey Bee hives? Episode 15 https://youtu.be/rmXwd0IwAck?t=810
In stalled two new packages of bees from the same supplier, why are they so different? One is docile, the other stings me. Episode 17
My bees won't leave my Dad alone, they harass and sting him while he's working in the yard, what can I do about that? Episode 19 https://youtu.be/54BnZI5LHzA?t=722
What are honey bees mainly doing this time of year? What's their motivation? Episode 20 https://youtu.be/raF_8dCBJHY?t=1698
If Queen bee larvae are fed royal jelly, what are drones and workers fed? Episode 20 https://youtu.be/raF_8dCBJHY?t=2458
Can I separate the Queen from a swarm, or when doing a split? What's the best method?  Episode 20 https://youtu.be/raF_8dCBJHY?t=1260
Do Honey Bees ever sleep? Episode 21 https://youtu.be/8V8Qocu0U6M?t=105
Can honey bees forage at night? Why or Why not? Episode 21 https://youtu.be/8V8Qocu0U6M?t=1566
Do field bees search out and bring back what the hive needs, or do they just gather whatever they find? Episode 22 https://youtu.be/0uTUOLJJkPw?t=1202
Will bees eat their eggs in certain situations? Episode 23 https://youtu.be/uplNQOFHwGc?t=98
Do honey bees recognize people? Would bees be calm or more aggressive around strangers vs you? Episode 23 https://youtu.be/uplNQOFHwGc?t=1391
Bee Stings, how to tell if you're allergic to bees? Does venom vary from one bee to another? Episode 24
What are the determining factors to differentiate a spotty brood pattern from normal hygienic behavior? Episode 26 https://youtu.be/K_4s_uXrDEY?t=255
Why are there some brood caps that are darker than others? Episode 26 https://youtu.be/K_4s_uXrDEY?t=535
I have noticed that in the evening the bees congregate on the landing board, even in complete darkness, they aren't fanning, just clustered, is this common? Episode 26 https://youtu.be/K_4s_uXrDEY?t=819
Honey bees are removing and casting out nearly full term pupae and developing larvae. Are they removing them because they are dead? Episode 29 https://youtu.be/2dUYw1Oy1fA?t=993
Bee Bearding Episode 33 https://youtu.be/l-NOje2ND7U
What is your take on the declining honey bee population, are they on the verge of extinction? Episode 43 https://youtu.be/sYjAu7nDiO8?t=807
If the bees make all this honey, they must do it because they need it. Then we come along and take it, doesn't that leave the bees short? Episode 44 https://youtu.be/z5QEcyNaKqM?t=2295
Bees are making honey for themselves to eat in winter, Why are you taking it from them?! Episode 58 https://youtu.be/m_1c0UidjGY?t=160
Friends tease me because I am allergic to bee venom. That the bees target me, knowing that I am allergic. I wonder if you think that might be possible? Episode 48 https://youtu.be/ACDiiefe66w?t=820
Laying workers, Hey Fred, is that true? Episode 48 https://youtu.be/ACDiiefe66w?t=1925

Does the time of year a queen excluder is used make a difference? Meaning "Fat" Winter Bees start being hatched in late August with plenty of time still for honey production Episode 53 https://youtu.be/EczYyZKEqmA?t=1842
Bee pheromones puzzle me, are they smell, tactile transmitted or what? Will a snelgrove double screen dividing board prohibit transmission of the queen pheromone, how 
and why? Episode 54 https://youtu.be/nRE31GCE4hc?t=2545
My Bees are VERY aggressive and are attacking an innocent gardener. Can I just re-queen, or re-locate the hive piece by piece? How can I separate the queen? Episode 57 https://youtu.be/ll2yQpWWcsM?t=2207
How does a Queen Bee prepare for flight before swarming? Episode 57 https://youtu.be/ll2yQpWWcsM?t=290
I would like to have my bees raise queens. After you have a new queen how do you keep them alive till you want to use them to replace an old queen? Episode 58
I wonder if you could share your experience with Beeweaver lines as far as temperament goes? Lots of people say they are more aggressive? Episode 59
I found hundreds of bees on the ground, some even mating, is this a ground drone congregation area?  What kind of bees are they? Episode 59 https://youtu.be/vKob0_FRM9k?t=971
Why is it important to see drones in your own apiary if your queen will fly up to 15 miles on her virgin flight? Episode 59 https://youtu.be/vKob0_FRM9k?t=4703
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I have a queen laying multiple eggs in the same cell, they are developing. What are your thoughts on this? Episode 60 https://youtu.be/EqAeNT2-gf8?t=2829
If I have a laying worker, is my hive doomed? Is there a way to get them to accept a replacement queen? Honey-B-Healthy has been proven to aid in introducing a new 
queen to resistant colonies Episode 61 https://youtu.be/mhUke_NFN6k?t=2546
Can I put a queen excluder under my brood box and on top of the bottom board to prevent the colony from absconding? Episode 61
How many days does it take for a queen to emerge after her cell is capped? Episode 61 https://youtu.be/mhUke_NFN6k?t=3496
How many colonies are needed to keep Queen Virgins from being inbred? Episode 62 https://youtu.be/W4gQ_JVCtU4?t=870
What did you mean when you said that those are good drones because they made it through winter? Aren't drones killed off in winter? Episode 62 https://youtu.be/W4gQ_JVCtU4?t=1173
I need to re-queen a struggling hive, could you explain the order of operations? Also, do you have best practices for using the queen to make a swarm lure? Episode 64 https://youtu.be/1LplsZKYluE?t=1276
Piping Queens, how long do they go? Is the piping queen a virgin or mated? Episode 64 https://youtu.be/1LplsZKYluE?t=1677
I heard about royal jelly, I was told that it is fed to larvae to develop queens. Is that just a general name instead? Episode 64 https://youtu.be/1LplsZKYluE?t=2798
I have no queen, no larvae, but I do have a couple of queen cells. What should I do? Episode 67 https://youtu.be/7kLs3AgbIkE?t=2791
My hives have capped queen cells, I don't want a lot of hives, Is there something I should be doing? Episode 68
I notice that in my colony I have bees with mixed genetics, some are colored and some are black. I just want to know what genetics they have? Episode 69 https://youtu.be/WBKHaaI3dww?t=2787
I noticed two queen cups in my hive and then they disappeared, do bees remove them? Episode 71 https://youtu.be/xaRV1yY2_oU?t=2316
How do honey bees get their jobs assigned to them? Episode 71 https://youtu.be/xaRV1yY2_oU?t=3935
What happens in an emergency when the colony suddenly has no queen. Do the workers transfer an egg to the queen cup, or do they rebuild a chosen cell to be a queen 
cell? Episode 72
My bees continue to super-cede their queens, do you have any idea as to why this is happening? Episode 72 https://youtu.be/N80XKR57Akc?t=3118
Differences between supercedure and swarm cells?  The wind blows directly at the south facing entrance. What do you use to mark queens? Episode 73 https://youtu.be/cdFzSxlYnZc?t=2310
If it's dark inside the hive what good is a waggle dance? Episode 77 https://youtu.be/UE9XVRWO70Y?t=1810
Wouldn't a more aggressive colony be protected from predators much better in the wild? Episode 77 https://youtu.be/UE9XVRWO70Y?t=2016
I see worker bees on the ground in front of my hive. They seem healthy, but unable or unwilling to fly. Episode 78 https://youtu.be/1KCiTSA-q3c?t=2124
Should I take a frame of brood and add it to a recent late-season swarm I captured? Episode 81 https://youtu.be/6MyUcAeS3Qc?t=1074
Other than swarming, why do people lose their Queens? Episode 82
Do winter bees stay "winter bees" through warm weather? Episode 83 https://youtu.be/zLK8I3tUjCI?t=2074
Will worker bees move an egg into a queen cup? Episode 83 https://youtu.be/zLK8I3tUjCI?t=3855
Does the queen choose to lay in drone frames, or is there a specific trigger? Episode 85 https://youtu.be/LgkPdLXap_U?t=3622
My question is about bumblebees, can they pass down diseases to our honey bees? Episode 86 https://youtu.be/RIvwjO2c2vk?t=2515
I found my queen half sticking out of the front entrance, should I put her back in the hive? Episode 87 https://youtu.be/udvR7R_MctI?t=274
I have two hives, one is eating the sugar and the other isn't, they both took syrup. Is there a reason? Episode 87 https://youtu.be/udvR7R_MctI?t=740
You mentioned clipping the wings of the queen to reduce swarming off, do you have a video of how to do that? Episode 87 https://youtu.be/udvR7R_MctI?t=860
Which cell makes the best queen? Supercedure, Swarm, or emergency Cells? Episode 87 https://youtu.be/udvR7R_MctI?t=3251
Should I be ordering a new queen every two years? What about the hive replacing or producing a new queen on their own? Episode 89 https://youtu.be/1BRsWlg56VA?t=2130
Turns out that bees have magnetic abdomens and exposure to magnetic forces can disrupt the way they communicate in the hive and their behaviors. Episode 89 https://youtu.be/1BRsWlg56VA?t=2774
How do they make fat bees for winter? Does the Queen lay eggs for the fat bees all winter? And when does she stop? Episode 89 https://youtu.be/1BRsWlg56VA?t=3500
Should I buy in a queen if I have only a fist sized colony of bees with drone brood hatching? Episode 90 https://youtu.be/5lqXKxvSijQ?t=2720
Are honey bees only instinctive? How can they survive without conscious reasoning? What about emotions like feeling satisfied, happiness, sad, or in pain? Episode 90 https://youtu.be/5lqXKxvSijQ?t=3065
How does the Queen Know to lay a Queen Egg in a Queen Cell, and a Drone Egg in a Drone Cell? Episode 92 https://youtu.be/_t9VxfcNXtA?t=2730
Could you place drone combs to hyper produce them and mate with Saskatraz queens as they make new ones? Episode 95 https://youtu.be/txkVNKiqI4k?t=94
Does the variety of honey bee change the flavor of the honey they produce? Episode 95 https://youtu.be/txkVNKiqI4k?t=687
How do you keep a queen bee alive when you remove her from the hive and want to replace her Episode 95 https://youtu.be/txkVNKiqI4k?t=1618
You mentioned a queen could fly up to 9 miles to be mated, source? Episode 96 https://youtu.be/ElkfZY1qCYk?t=3325
Every day lots of bees come out of our hives and die. Lots of poo, so could it be dysentery?  Probably thousands have died in the last two weeks Episode 98 https://youtu.be/QVvdwGrZPXM?t=2405
What is the chain of command within the hive? Episode 85 https://youtu.be/LgkPdLXap_U?t=3467
What is the difference between summer worker bees and winter workers that live so much longer? Is it metabolism? Episode 98 https://youtu.be/QVvdwGrZPXM?t=1787

Splits
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What are splits, how do you make them to expand the apiary?  Episode 3 https://youtu.be/81sJX7exiE4?t=712
I have a queen I like, how can I continue with those genetics? Episode 11 https://youtu.be/cZ8L8V3rkPk?t=2040
When you do splits, how do you decide which hives to split  from while not hurting honey production? Episode 12 https://youtu.be/PaKsZh7P89Q?t=1580
Do you have any hives that have survived for many years? How to choose which hives to split or reproduce from? Episode 18 https://youtu.be/SFYAneFtAIk?t=1799
Split Demonstration Episode 19 https://youtu.be/54BnZI5LHzA?t=2162
Is it possible to split a beehive without having to buy new queens? Episode 19
I live in North Eastern Michigan, is it too late to split a double brood 8 frame hive doing a walk away split? Episode 25
If you split a hive, how far away from the original hive must you place the split? Episode 26
Assuming my colonies survive winter, when would be a good time to split them and add a BeeWeaver Queen? What are the advantages to the choices they offer? Episode 39
I have a new queen bee coming in, when should I split my hive before the BeeWeaver Queen arrives? Episode 58
I got a nice overwintered nuc, and next week I'm getting a package. I was thinking of dividing the package. Do you think this is a good idea? Episode 58
I'm planning to make a first time split this spring. Debating on moving the old queen with the new box or leaving her there. Any Thoughts? Episode 58
We just made a split and made a nucleus hive, there is little activity on the landing board, is this normal? Episode 94

Swarms
Can you prevent swarming by removing brood frames? What if you just want to keep it to a couple of hives? Episode 6 https://youtu.be/tcncFeOVDHk?t=448
Can you just put a queen excluder to prevent swarming? Episode 7 https://youtu.be/-rTrCL5fsdw?t=2283
How do you make a swarm lure with a Queen Bee? Episode 11 https://youtu.be/cZ8L8V3rkPk?t=809
If a colony of bees swarms out and then returns to the original hive, are there two queens? How does that go? Episode 21 https://youtu.be/8V8Qocu0U6M?t=1730
Would it be practical to have empty hives set up to encourage closer swarm relocation? Episode 23 https://youtu.be/uplNQOFHwGc?t=955
If the colony of bees swarms and the queen has clipped wings, how do they get a new queen and what happens to the old one? Episode 37 https://youtu.be/sWRAOJgFM6g?t=2828
If you have Weaver bees and your queen swarms, have you noticed a drop off in varroa resistance with the newly mated queen being that she will mix with local drones? Episode 44 https://youtu.be/z5QEcyNaKqM?t=302
With plenty of wild bees on my 2,500 acre farm, If I set up a flowhive near the wild colonies, what are the chances of a swarm moving in if I use something like Swarm 
Commander. Would it be better to use a dedicated swarm trap? Episode 44 https://youtu.be/z5QEcyNaKqM?t=1916
Pondering the division of labor in a beehive, who actually leaves when the bees swarm? Episode 54 https://youtu.be/nRE31GCE4hc?t=833
I've found dead drones on and near my hive. Could this be a sign that they will soon swarm? When does the new queen depart? Episode 59
How long should I leave a recent swarm capture in the swarm trap? Episode 59
Taking brood frames for walk away splits, will the original colony swarm anyway? I live in Manitoba. Episode 59
What size should I make a swarm trap? Does it matter how large it is? Episode 59
I installed Saskatraz bees and they did well. This spring, they swarmed, I was able to hive them. They seem content but I don't know what to do next? Episode 60
Is it a good time to put a swarm trap out? I live in Mass, near a flower field and apple orchard. Episode 70
There are usually after swarms with my hives. I've had one hive after swarm 3 times about a week apart. How come the new queen didn't kill those rivals? Episode 72
Do I still have a chance of catching swarms?  My Hive is ready but I'm worried I won't get my hives occupied this year. Episode 72
I have a hive that is constantly swarming!  The Queen is laying like crazy!  I don't want to add another hive, is there anything I can do to make them stop with swarming? Episode 73
I live in a residential area and am thinking about keeping bees. I am concerned about stopping swarms, or worse, not stopping swarms Episode 61
My colony keeps swarming. What's going on? Is that normal? I didn't think they would swarm so soon! Episode 63
When you had your swarm recently, why didn't you sprinkle water on them again like you have in the past? Episode 64
Why does a queen pheromone lure work to catch swarms if swarms have their own queen pheromone? Episode 65
Swarm Trap tips and tricks do you have any suggestions?  Episode 66
How much space should I provide for the bees to prevent swarming? Episode 67
You always say "any essential oil" will work, can I use lemon grass oil as when baiting swarm traps?  Episode 67
I recently hived a swarm. Checked them 8 days later no evidence of the queen. I plan to wait 14 days to decide if they have a queen. What are your thoughts? Episode 68
Does it make sense to install a Swarm Trooper close to my apiary with the expectation of catching a swarm? Episode 80
I watched a video where you used a fake shower to stop a swarm, did that work? Episode 81
What if there is a swarm after a walk away split Episode 83
Are there any major repercussions to letting a hive swarm? Episode 83
Is it difficult to detect if your bees swarmed if you don't normally visit every week? Episode 84
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You mentioned that bringing in swarms may contributed to the mite population in your apiary. Would we be better staying away from free-bees? Is replacing the queen of a 
feral colony an effective way to grow the apiary while supporting survivor hives? Episode 86
Can you tell me about the pros and cons of swarms? Episode 93
How to reduce the risk of losing bees to after swarms. Episode 94
When you catch a queen from the swarm, can that queen bee worked in the same bee yard? Episode 95
Do You Have to Re-Queen a Swarm of Bees after capturing them? Should I treat them with anything? Episode 11

Robbing
Robbing protection, how do I stop my bees from being robbed? Episode 3 https://youtu.be/81sJX7exiE4?t=1675
Why don't you want your bees to rob out failed hives? Episode 13 https://youtu.be/Xxe9W6c-UNw?t=2362
How do you stop robbing on newly made splits/nucleus hives - From Ireland. Episode 25 https://youtu.be/Rir40Syof_M?t=2090
Is it true that if your hive is getting robbed, that you should open all of them as long as they in your bee yard? Episode 78
If the populations of my hives differ, some small and some large, will colonies automatically rob the weaker colonies? Episode 80
One of my hives is being robbed every time the weather warms up, i don't seem to be able to stop it. Episode 92

Beehive Set Up/Colony Maintenace
Where to get bees? Episode 1
Electric fence around beehives? Episode 1
Why do you keep bees? Episode 1
Do you use queen excluders? Upper entrances?( Episode 1
Where to put your beehive? Episode 1
How many hives should you have? Episode 1
When should I expand my hive? Episode 2 https://youtu.be/y4JawmW8-g8?t=742
How should I start with bees, Swarm, package, nuc? Which is best? Episode2
Do you smoke your bees? What do you use? Episode2
Can you heat a beehive? Episode 2
Bee losses in winter, dead bees in the hive, what should I do? Episode 2
How do I keep bees in my small urban backyard, is it ok? Episode 3
Why are there screen landing boards? What's the difference? Episode 3
How do you stop your smoker after you are finished? Episode 3
What's your opinion on plastic or wood frames? Episode 3
How do you stop your bees during pesticide spraying? Episode 3
When is the best time to inspect my beehive? Episode 3
When is the best time to extract honey? Episode 3
What's the difference between deep and medium boxes, what role do they play? Episode 5
What is the best landing board height? Episode 5
With 2 Bee Packages coming in, can I put shallow frames with drawn comb into deep boxes for the new bees? Also using a shim feeder and Migratory Top cover. Episode 6
Slatted Racks, are they necessary? Do they live up to the hype? Episode 6
Moved hives to avoid trees from falling on them, about 15 feet, will that mess the bees up? Episode 6
Spring Hive Box Rotation and bottom supering? Episode 7
Do you have to collect the honey from a beehive? Episode 7
During winter, can we put bees in a green house so they can fly, perform cleansing flights and not freeze? OR, can we attach the hive entrance to the green house? Episode 8
Culling old frames - Are you reclaiming the wax and refurbishing the frames? Episode 8
Had a two week warm-up in the UK, the bees wee flying and obtaining pollen and nectar, the weather turned cold again and they have stopped flying. will they be able to 
reduce moisture enough not to cause condensation problems? Episode 8
Is it better to be more "hands-on" so the bees get used to you? Daily, Weekly, or Monthly Inspections? Episode 8
The idea of not giving too much space, if you have a NUC, would you recommend keeping them in NUC until filled up? Episode 8

https://youtu.be/81sJX7exiE4?t=1675
https://youtu.be/Xxe9W6c-UNw?t=2362
https://youtu.be/Rir40Syof_M?t=2090
https://youtu.be/y4JawmW8-g8?t=742


Using Steam to melt wax and sanitize hive boxes: Episode 10
After losing hives, incoming packages and nucs. Discussion Episode 10
What equipment should I have ready for spring? Episode 10
When should I have an entrance reducer on my hive? Episode 11
What type of bee hive tops do you like and why? Episode 11
Can a new beekeeper open the hive too often after installing a new package? Episode 12
What's the best finish to put on beehives? Episode 12
What are my thoughts on a single deep brood box with a queen excluder and multiple honey boxes? Episode 13
What about Record Keeping, some beekeepers write on covers etc... What kinds of information is noted? What about Hive Scales and Sensors? Episode 13
What do I do if it starts to rain, will the bees be ok? Episode 13
What is the best glue to use when putting bee boxes together? Episode 13
Where do you get package bees? Episode 13
How did your hives fair during the recent storm system? Episode 13
Deep Brood Box and Medium Supers - if the bees go up during winter, how do you get them to go back down in the spring? Episode 14
What are the Pros and Cons to having upper entrances? How can you tell if your bees are getting enough venting? Episode 15
Why do some beehives have round entrances and others have rectangle shaped entrances, what's the difference? Episode 15
What about frame spacing in honey supers or even removing a frame from the brood box? Does a slatted rack need to line up? Episode 15
When a colony of bees dies off, can I put those resources on another hive? Episode 17
How far apart should bee hives be placed to avoid drifting of the foragers? Episode 17
Is there a way of protecting landing boards from rain or snow when the hive is too tall for the roof to be effective? Episode 18
When choosing Queen Honeybees, what's the difference between marked, clipped, or plain Episode 19
Would a slanted inner cover prevent condensation from dripping down onto the bees? Why or why not? Episode 20
You installed new Queens without waiting for the bees to go through the candy plug, how do you know when it's ok to use that method? Episode 20
How do you decide how large to make your entrance reducer opening? Do I need to have one when it's hot outside? Episode 20
What's the purpose of burr comb and why do the bees construct it? Episode 20
When you prime wooden hive frames with wax, is the connection weaker than when the bees build comb on un-primed wood? Episode 21
If I start my backyard beekeeping with two nuc packages, how far set back am I? Or will they build up fast enough? Episode 21
Should samples of all honey stored by the bees be left on the hive so the bees can have their preference regarding nectar sources? Episode 22
Should I rough up the interior surface of my beehives so the bees will put propolis on it? Episode 23
What do people mean when they say "draw it out"? Episode 23
Do bees re-use wax? Or do they discard it? Episode 23
Can you explain bee-bread, what's its purpose? Episode 24
Could you please discuss back-filling vs what a normal frame of brood adjacent to food stores looks like? What are the bees trying to do when back-filling? Episode 25
I have 7/8 frames between 3 hives that are 50-75% capped with nectar in the remainder. What to do with this honey? These frames are going into the heart of summer. Episode 26
I live in Las Angeles, I really want to keep honey bees - My concern is closeness to my neighbors - some of which have small children. Episode 26
Should I be concerned about additional venting of my beehive during high summer heat? Episode 29
I really don't want, nor do I have time for, more than two hives. Is keeping hives small a problem? Episode 39
You show hives that are level from side to side, how should they be from front to back? Episode 39
All the local package bees being sold in my area are Italians, If I want Saskatraz and BeeWeaver Queens, do I wait until I receive the packages, then kill the queens and 
order replacement Queens to install? Episode 43
When is it a good time to move beehives, what if I don't want to move them miles as many say to do. Is winter best? Episode 44
Venting! In the deep south where it's hot, would it be ok to add an upper vent and would 9 frames instead of 10 in medium supers help ventilate the hive? Does a gabled roof 
offer more venting than a flat? Episode 44
How do you determine when it's the right time to remove old honeycomb? Episode 44
Hoe did you become interested in beekeeping? Episode 44
I heard a speaker say that bees only have a 3 day memory. Should I close up a hive for three days before moving it so the bees will relocate themselves? With winter here 
and the bees clustering, is winter a good time to move or would the jostling that will occur be harmful in making the bees break cluster? Episode 44



What are your thoughts on drone pollination services. Can they really pollinate the way bees do? Episode 44
Can I just paint my hives interior with propolis, since it's so beneficial to the bees? Thoughts? Episode 44
Because beehive populations continue to grow, how should we choose how many hives is enough or too many? At what point do you just stop adding hives? Episode 48
How do I know if I'm in a good place where I can raise honey bees? Episode 53

If someone caught a late season swarm could they fill drawn comb with honey and paint melted wax to cap them? Episode 96

Beekeeping Supplies/Equipment
Personal Protective Clothing? Episode 1
What is a Fume Board and how do you use it? Episode 4
What equipment should I have ready for spring? Episode 10



I burned a hole in my bee suit veil, Can I buy some mesh to fix it? Episode 13
What do you do to wash bee suits and gloves? Episode 14
Do you use a locking system to keep your bee boxes together as you stack them? Episode 15
Do Ceracell feeders have to be placed on a cover? Episode 17
The upper feeder shim has no ventilation when the rapid round is in place, what can be done for added upper ventilation? Episode 17
What is the cheapest finish I can put on my hive that is safe for honey bees? Episode 17
Is there a way of protecting landing boards from rain or snow when the hive is too tall for the roof to be effective? Episode 18
Am I going to publish a Beekeeping Journal? Episode 18
What is the best thing to put on bee stings? Episode 19
What is the best camera/system to use in order to monitor the bee yard and see what animals are visiting it? Episdoe 22
Can you do a tutorial on how to become a registered beekeeper? Episode 23

Why are veil screens black? Episode 23
How do you feel about chloroplast and foam insulation on the outside of hives for winter? Episode 24
Will you show us how to make the Hive Visors? Episode 25
What Trap is best for Pollen Collection Episode 28
Better Comb Review Episode 32
What is the best way to clean wax and propolis off of hive parts and tools? Episode 37
You've covered infrared Cameras, could you describe why you like the model you're using? Episode 39
What books do you recommend for learning more about beekeeping? Episode 39

What is the reason that bee-hive frames are tapered?  I want to build frames for my Layens Hive Episode 76

Hive Types
Flow Hives
Winter prepping with flow frames? Episode 1
Is it to cold for flow hives? Episode 1
Do you prep flow frames? Episode 1
How long will the flow frames last? Episode 1
Do bees like flow frames to store honey? Episode 1
I heard that flow hive queen excluders have sharp edges, is that true? Episode 2



Is there an upper vent for Flow-Hives? What about feeding? Episode 4
How long is it before someone can drain honey from my flowhive? How much can I expect? Episode 5
If my 8-frame FlowHive will fit 9 frames, should I leave the space, or add the 9th frame? Episode 12
Once you remove Flow-Supers for winter, how do you clean them? Episode 14
Is the aluminum insert on a flow hive too hot to touch? Episode 17
Is there any concern regarding there being Brood in the Flow-Hive flow-frames? If so, how would you deter this? Episode 29
Harvesting honey from flow hive Episode 30
Do you plan to review the new Flow hive with their new wood sourcing? Episode 39
What are the dimensions of the FlowHive Flow-Frames? Episode 39
If I get Flow-Frames which I am considering, How do I safely tilt them? Episode 43
What is the cost of a quality spin down separator since it seems this would not be necessary with FlowHives. How does that make the price? Episode 48
Do I need to put a Queen Excluder on top of the brood box and under the medium super, or just under the Flow-Hive. Should I take the Queen Excluder off for winter? Epidsode 56
Can I pull out the flow-frames from the Flow-Hive 2 so I can watch the bees when I install the queen and then put them down in the brood box later on? Episode 57
I noticed that there is now a 7/10 frame flowhive 2. As it pertains to getting through winter, have you tried this size and compared the results with your 6/8 frame Flowhive 2 
units? Episode 58
Why is there no vent on the upper super or roof of the Flow-Hive? Episode 58
I'm trying to set up an upper entrance in a FlowHive2 ahead for later this summer. What do you think of my plan? Episode 60
Would the Rapid Round Hive Top Feeder fit in the FlowHive 2 Cedar Six Frame? I'm looking for a feeder I can put under it Episode 60
Do you recommend the telescoping cover Flow-Hives in hid dry climates? Episode 61
Do you have a follow up on the swiffer you put into the flow hive trays for shb and varroa trapping? Episode 61
Is my climate too cold and nectar season too short for a flow-super? Episode 62
Do you have any hacks for dealing with mineral oil in the FlowHive 2 observation tray? How often do you change it out? Is it true that the rapid round hive top feeder is too 
large for the flowhive roof? Episode 64
After swarming, the remaining colony of bees are not using Flow-Frames, am I missing something? Is the plastic too hot for them? Episode 67
If tipping a hive back for flow-extraction, can you leave the shims in all year round? Episode 68
With the Flow-Hive, do I have to tilt the entire hive back, or could you just tip the flow-super with a shim? Episode 68
I have a flowhive 2, and some small hive beetles, and 90-94 degree weather. Could I remove the tray for more ventilation? Episode 68
Are there any downsides to starting off with a flow-hive over other Langstroth traditional hives? Episode 68
I notice that on your FlowHives you have one deep and a super, what's the purpose of that? Episode 69
Do I really need to spend the extra money to buy a FlowHive 7 instead of the FlowHive 6 to get my bees through winter in southwest Ohio? Episode 69
The Bees weren't working a Flow-Super, removed the queen excluder and now have eggs/brood in the flow-frames. Episode 70
Is the season too short to add a Flow Hive to my Horizontal Hive? Episode 71
Should I put my Flow-Hive on now, or wait until next year? Episode 71
If my hive gets crowded, is it just enough to drain off some of the flow-super honey and keep up with their rapid storage? Or can I add two flow-supers? Episode 71
Is there anything I can do to get my bees to finish and use the flow-frames? Episode 72
How many times do you pull honey from your 7-Frame Flow Hive Supers in a season? Episode 74
How to keep water out of my ipm tray and is it bad? Any suggestions? Episode 77
Who would you recommend the Flow-Hive to? Will it pay for itself over time? Episode 77
Would you consider having a Flow-Hive hybrid super, and could you place Ross Rounds as the outer frames instead of the conventional frames? Episode 79
How long do flow-hives last? In particular, the flow-supers, some people say they only last a couple of years. Episode 80
Our first hive is a flow hive. It gets cold here a few days out of the year, will our bees be ok? What should we do? Episode 81
What do you use for an entrance reducer on a Flow Hive 2 Episode 82
What kind of stand would you recommend for the Flow-Hive 2 without the bottom stand? Episode 82
If I flip the Integrated Pest Management tray upside down for winter as you suggest, It won't help with pests. Episode 82
Does a rapid round fit inside a flow hive? Episode 83
If my flow-hive frames fill too fast and not yet capped, should I ad another super above that one? Episode 84



I found a commercial and they are advertising 6 frame flow hives for 78% off for $110.00. Is this a true Flow-Hive? Episode 89
it looks like your flow-hive (in the recent winter video) is tilted back instead of forward. Is there a reason for that? Episode 90
Have you ever tried the Auto or EZ flow frames? Episode 74

Horizontal Hives
Do you have any thoughts on or experience with Horizontal Hives? Episode 13
I'm a first year beekeeper and planning on starting with a nuc in the middle of April in a Long Langstroth Hive. Do you think it is best to start from the center and frames on 
both sides, or to start on one side or the other? Episode 58
Is it possible to get plans of your Horizontal Hive? Episode 61
I am planning to have a long Langstroth hive design for my bees. Have you produced any plans? Episode 69
Where did you get your horizontal hive? Do you have plans? Episode 73
Do you know where I can get the plans for the Long Langstroth Hives you build Episode 82
If you were to redo your long lang what would you different? Episode 96
How do you plan to deal with moisture in the horizontal hive setup? Particularly in winter Episode 67
I've decided to also build a Long Langstroth Hive. I reside in South Africa and will be working with Millefera Scutellata, can you provide details on how you manage bee 
space? Episode 67
Do you sell horizontal hives? Do you prefer them over other designs? Episode 68
 Transferring bees from a hanging Langstroth Hive to a Bench-top horizontal hive. How to move bees. Episode 71
What was the book by Dr. Thomas Seeley regarding your winter configuration? Episode 83
What advice can you give me on horizontal hives, including the layens hive? I've read all of Dr. Leo's books. Episode 84
Can you give us an update to the Horizontal Hive? How much honey did you get? Will it overwinter better than the vertical  hives? Episode 85
Where can I find out more info about LLH's for our climate?  You've said that top bar hives don't do well this far north, why? Episode 86
How does a queen excluder work in the long langstroth hive? Episode 87
I am looking for different bee hives like the Layens, but the Langstroth is more common. I'm thinking of a custom Langstroth horizontal hive that has two deep frames. Do you 
think that would be a worthwhile adventure? I plan to crush and strain for honey collection Episode 90

Polystyrene/Styrofoam/Apimaye Hives
Have you tried Polystyrene Beehives? Episode 8
Have you considered having polystyrene hives, wondering if the insulating factor would be a plus for bees in winter? Episode 57
Is it healthy to build a hive out of Styrofoam insulation board? If so what is the safest to use? Episode 85
Thoughts on apimaye hives Episode 65
I purchased an Apimaye Hive with a screened bottom board and built in mouse guards. Will this cause problems with dead bees being removed? Episode 78

Top Bar/Warre/Cathedral
My opinion of Warre Hives Episode 10
Have you considered the Cathedral Hives? I like the look of it! Episode 48
Can I install a nucleus of bees into a Cathedral Style Hive? A viewer shares his story of how difficult it is to adapt incompatible equipment. Episode 57
I was hoping to get your opinion on Top Bar Hives? Particularly in cold climates. Episode 59
What are your thoughts regarding Warre Hives? Episode 76
How well will a top bar hive work in Saskatchewan? Episode 84

Observation Hives
What's the best time to open and service an Observation Hive? Some bees don't seem to be able to find their way back. Episode 71
I'm considering an Observation Hive as I think it could be a valuable tool. I may make my own design. Episode 71

Layens Hive
I have a Layens Hive from Dr. Leo. I know I need to feed, but how? Episode 92
My new hives are Layens design. I was planning to treat with oxalic acid vapor through a port hole. Would this work or should I consider another treatment? Episode 97
I remember you mentioned that you picked up a Layens Hive. Did you get the insulated version?  Will  you be able to raise it high enough for the skunks and still be able to 
lift the frame out reasonably easily? Episode 97



Feeding
How much honey for winter? Episode 1
What kind of water to give to bees? Episode 1
What do you do for year round food for your bees? Episode 1
Thoughts on useful hedges around apiary? Episode 1
Sunflowers, are they the best flower for bees? Episode 2
Can I give my bees vitamins? Do essential Oils Work? Episode 2
Where do you open feed your bees, what do you use? Episode 4
Would it be good to provide open feeders of water inside a beehive? Episode 5
Should we put fresh water source in the hive? Episode 7
When do I stop feeding sugar syrup? Episode 7
When should I start feeding solid food patties to my bees? Episode 8
What is the best thing to feed bees in spring and best way to give it to them? Landing board entry feeder? Pollen Substitute Episode 10
What's the best kind of sugar to use when feeding honey bees? Episode 12
There isn't a lot of pollen in the area where I live, how can I support a modest hive without sufficient pollen? Episode 22
Can adult bees consume proteins that are not from plants? Episode 24
Considering seasons in North America, what can we expect and what should we be doing to help our colonies with health, pests, nutrition, food, harvesting? Episode 24
If feeding syrup to bees, how many days can it be left on before you need to change it? Episode 24
Can you explain bee-bread, what's its purpose? Episode 24
Have you ever noticed bees having trouble keeping track of sugar syrup without volatile additives such as essential oils? Episide 25
What are the best plants to plant this time of year for the bees, can I start seeds or is it too late? Episode 26
Do you think that having a feeder in the hive most of the year will make the hive too humid? Episode 29
Why bees choose specific flowers over others Episode 35
If you are feeding bees going into winter, can you just feed them dry sugar? Episode 37
What are you planting for pollinators this year and why? Episode 54
Do adult bees actually eat the pollen patties, or do they just feed them to the larvae or do they get rid of it unused? Episode 54
What do honey bees go for this time of year, what should I plant? Episode 56
Do you really need to use Ultra Bee Pollen Substitute Episode 57
Should I feed my new package of bees leftover honey frames, or put them on sugar syrup? Episode 57
What new nectar source plants am I adding this year? Hyssop Seeds Episode 57
What salt lick do you use for the bees? Episode 58
My bees are not drinking water from the source I provided. Episode 58
Can I take off the leftover capped honey in spring and save it? Episode 58
Do bees know what's good for them when it comes to your sugar syrup and essential oil testing? Episode 59
How much honey should I leave on for winter, can I use old bee comb that was taken from a bee tree that was cut down? Episode 59
What is the procedure for re-utilizing honey and comb? Should I freeze it? Should I put them in garbage bags until my packages arrive? Episode 59
I installed a new queen with a single frame of brood and frame of honey, they seem ok, but slow and no foragers. Should I be concerned? Episode 62
When should I stop feeding my bees sugar syrup? Their numbers are exploding so I added another brood box, did I do that too soon? Episode 62
Why do honey bees ignore some nectar plants in small gardens, are they too close to the hive? Episode 63
How do people supply water to all of their bees? Any tips? Episode 66
How long to you leave your sugar syrup on the hives? Should I take them off before the nectar flow? Episode 66
Viewer suggests using practice golf balls to keep bees from drowning Episode 67
Could you feed your bees a banana? Episode 68
When and what should I be feeding my bees, and do you believe in feeding them during winter? Episode 72
Some say that bees prefer 3:1 ration instead of 2:1? Episode 72



A pound of water? How weight relates to the popular 1:1 sugar syrup mix. Adding essential oils will allow you to use sugar syrup instead of smoke on those hot August days. Episode 73
When do I stop feeding to draw out honey comb? Episdoe 73
Where do you source your flower seeds, and do they sell them in bulk? Episode 73
I recently read about a spirulina as a pollen substitute for bees. Do you have any thoughts on them? Episode 74
With your feeder shim, why do you also include the inner cover? What happens with or without that? Episode 75
My bees are not building any honey for winter. What can I do? Episode 75
Would it be advisable to add sodium to the sugar syrup that I feed my bees? Episode 76
Can you feed crystalized honey to overwinter your bees? Episode 79
If my bees are still bringing in nectar and pollen, do I still need to feed them? Episode 79
What are the different options for in-hive feeding? Including pre winter prep Episode 80
Can I feed sugar syrup right after I have treated my hive with Oxalic Acid Vaporization? Episode 81
When do you put dry sugar on the hive? Episode 82
I put spirulina in my rapid round feeder, several days later I found 8 or 10 dead bees. Episode 82
Would 2:1 Sugar Syrup help bees to build comb, or is it only for stored resources? Episode 84
As we are past the time for liquid feed, how would I go about using HiveAlive in my hives? Should I wait for spring? Episode 85
Did my honey crystallize because I fed 2:1 sugar syrup in winter? Or is there another reason it crystalized so fast? Episode 85
I want to use fondant for winter feeding, I heard fondant may harm the bees? Episode 87
I have a question regarding fall feeding. Should we be feeding protein, sugar syrup? What's your opinion regarding building up a colony going into winter? Episode 88
I fed my bees sugar syrup with honey-B-healthy in it. During my last inspection, I damaged some comb and the honey tasted of HBH. Can I recycle these frames back to the 
bees to remove that taste? Episode 88
Can I let the sugar syrup run down in my rapid round feeder and just add dry sugar to it? It will be slushy. Episode 92
Question is about winter emergency feeding. I spilled some dry sugar down onto my bees, did this cause any damage? Best time to put pollen patties on? Episode 93
I listen to you and put everything you've mentioned in my hive, but people in my beekeeper's association think I'm crazy. Am I doing something wrong? Episode 94
How do you plant Maximillian sunflowers, are they invasive? Are they suitable for ditches and erosion prevention? Episdoe 94
If I get a new colony in spring, could I use pollen patties to help jump-start them until the flow starts? Episdoe 94
I live in South Australia and our summers are hot, suggestions for what I can do to help my bees with watering? Episode 95
What's your opinion on feeding Direct Feed Microbials (DFM)? when do you feed it? Episode 95
Could we mix salt and sugar as an early spring supplement? Episode 96
I have left over honey from last year that crystalized, will the bees still use it? Episode 96
With spring right around the corner, I'm wondering about feeding my bees. If they have plenty of leftover from their winter stores? Episode 96
I have 32 colonies and so far every one has made it. I have been feeding them dry sugar. They have not consumed their winter stores, I feel like they do not have enough 
space for laying. What would you recommend? Episode 96
I feed 2:1 sugar syrup and pollen sub patties. My bees starved to death and did not appear to have touched the dry sugar. Is there something better than dry sugar to use in 
winter? Episode 98

Pest, Mites, Diseases
Mouse guard or trap? Episode 1
Is powdered sugar a good method for controlling varroa mites? Episode 4
Removing the Oxalic Vaporizer iron right after treatment may save some bees from being burned. Episode 4
Do you have small hive beetles in your area? Episode 5
How is your Oxalic Acid Vapor treatment going? Any updates? Episode 11
Do you have Small Hive Beetles? Have you heard of nematodes? Episode 15
Ant barriers, should I use oil or grease? Ideas? Episode 19
Skunks in the bee yard, what do I do to prevent them? Episode 20
I have a hot-hive with lots of varroa in it, I have honey coming in and don't want to ruin it! What's the best treatment? Episode 20
Having small hive beetle problems in St. Louis, MO, what do you suggest? Episode 21



If or when you test for varroa mites, do you use a kill or non-lethal method to do a mite count? Episode 21
I put peppermint toothpaste on my hive supports and the ants were actually attracted to the paste and ate it! Does toothpaste actually repel, or attract ants? Episode 21
What is the best camera/system to use in order to monitor the bee yard and see what animals are visiting it? Episode 22
What is the purpose of the green drone frames and should I be removing all drone cells from the hives? Episode 22
What's the difference between the Oxalic Acid Vaporizers that are either 12v DC or 110V AC? Is one better than the other? What's the best time to treat? How do I protect 
the honey supers and get the bees out of that part so they get treated also? Episode 22
Considering seasons in North America, what can we expect here and what should we be doing to help our colonies with health, pests, nutrition, food, harvesting? Episode 24
Are thermal treatment methods for Varroa Mites Effective? Episode 25
How does oil kill varroa and small hive beetles Episode 27
Honey bees are removing and casting out nearly full term pupae and developing larvae. Are they removing them because they are dead? Episdoe 29
OAV Demo in observation hive Episode 34
When should mouse guards go on the hives so that drones are not trapped. Episode 37
They say that varroa numbers are higher in the fall, why is that? Episode 37
Why do we have to remove honey supers for Oxalic Acid treatments, while other parts of the world don't? Episode 37
Do you personally use sugar rolls, or alcohol wash in order to count the mites on your bees? Episode 37
Are those owl ultrasonic animal repeller units working to keep the skunks away from your hives? What's the update? Episode 37
If using 4.9 mm foundation instead of 5.4 mm foundation, would smaller bees be more resistant to varroa mites Episode 43
If you have Weaver bees and your queen swarms, have you noticed a drop off in varroa resistance with the newly mated queen being that she will mix with local drones? Episode 44
I'm surprised that you treated your hives this year for varroa, why did you make that decision and how does oxalic acid kill mites? Episode 44
The temperatures are mid 20's F at night and 40 as a high in the daytime. Yellow Jackets are still flying and some try to go in my beehives. Do they cluster like bees do? I'm 
considering putting traps out! Episode 44
If your bees get AFB or EFB, does that mean that you're a bad beekeeper? Episode 48
you often promote Acorn Frames, what about pests hiding in those frame openings aren't you just helping SHB escape? Episode 48
What are your thoughts on Dr Leo and anti-treatment of varroa mites etc. Episode 54
Wouldn't it be good to just scoop some bees from a package and test 200-300 for mites instead of treating the entire package? Episode 56
If I treated my hive with oxalic acid vaporization, when can I feed the bees leftover honey that has been exposed? Episode 57
I had two bee packages delivered. One of them had Small Hive Beetles in it and the other had varroah. Should I treat them and how soon? Episode 58
I'm gonna make a mouse guard today for my hive, what size should the holes be? Episode 58
I have Deformed Wing Virus (DWV) in two of my colonies. I'm in south Ireland, late treating in spring. Very wet and mild winter, wonder if this is a factor? Episode 60
Do you have a follow up on the swiffer you put into the flow hive trays for shb and varroa trapping? Episode 61
I have received my package bees, Saskatraz and Italian, should I treat them for mites? Episdoe 61
American Foul Brood (AFB) Test Kit, know now: Episode 61
Asian Giant Killer Hornets... any thoughts on them? Episode 62
What are some methods for breaking the brood cycle so the varroa mites are kept down? Episode 62
Do I have wax moths in my hive? Episode 63
I've seen mites and small hive beetle larvae on my bottom board, what should I do? Episode 63
I have a colony that up until recently, was very strong and occupying two deeps. Now it's just a bunch of robbed out comb and smells like a hamster cage! Episode 63
Have you tried this varroa locator app for your phone? Looks like a great use of technology Episode 63
Do you have any hacks for dealing with mineral oil in the FlowHive 2 observation tray? How often do you change it out? Is it true that the rapid round hive top feeder is too 
large for the flowhive roof? Episode 64
Are the BeeWeaver bees you have aggressive? How do they compare with others and are they really varroa resistant? Episode 66
Are ants bad for my bee colonies? Episode 66
Why do we even test for mites? Why not just treat Oxalic Acid before and after honey flows? OAV treatment demonstration: Episode 66
You had great wintering after treating for mites last year, what are your mite counts this year? Episode 67
I have installed the BeeScan App to scan for varroa in my hive, do you think it really works? Episode 67
when is a good time to do a fall mite treatment with Oxalic Acid? Episode 68
I have a flowhive 2, and some small hive beetles, and 90-94 degree weather. Could I remove the tray for more ventilation? Episode 68



Can I attract paper wasps with those paper tube nests designed for mason bees?  Is there any way to encourage paper wasps to build a larger nest?  Episode 69
What Birds are eating my honey bees? Are my bees in danger of becoming a bird's meal? Episode 70
Why are you using an oxalic acid fogger instead of the shop-towel method? Fogger seems so much more dangerous. Episode 70
What's your opinion of the BeeScanning App? Are you going to share more about it? Episode 71
Will Oxalic Acid Vapor travel throughout a horizontal hive, or do I have to move it to several locations to get coverage? Episode 71
Did you say that your "big flow" comes in August? I thought you were a treatment free beekeeper. Has that changed? Episode 71
Oxalic acid vaporization on the horizontal hive. I am not able to afford the ProVap. Episode 72
Can you go over fencing around your apiary?  Episode 73
I have 24 varroa mites in a half cup of bees, alcohol washed. Is it possible to get a BeeWeaver queen and have her deal with it?  To avoid treating? Episode 73
Small Hive Beetles and in the patties, how do I keep the beetles out? Episode 73
What are your thoughts on sugar rolls for mite counts? Episode 74
I heard that wax moths can digest plastic Episode 75
What's your opinion on the thermal treatments for varroa destructor mites?  Episode 77
What about wax moths and bettercomb? Episode 77
A bunch of us want to build your rat trap box, should we get dimensions from the video, or did you write up some plans? Episode 78
What do you think of the line of thought that treating for mites stops the natural development of resistance, like the Asian bees have done? Episode 80
I've seen bald faced hornets fly directly into my upper entrance, can they really do a lot of damage? Episode 81
Does full shade make colonies more defensive? Episode 82
Would hives be more prone to have small hive beetles if in full shade? Episode 82
Would you recommend an initial OAV treatment for a new package of BeeWeaver Bees? Episode 82
If I flip the Integrated Pest Management tray upside down for winter as you suggest, It won't help with pests. Episode 82
Does it matter what kind of oxalic acid we use to treat for varroa? Episode 85
Do you find BeeWeaver bees to be as mite-resistant as they are supposed to be? Episode 85
I bought some land with woodchucks, skunks, and raccoons. Will they bother my bees? Episode 85
When I place a new queen in a hive when can I expect her traits to take over? When will they go to work on existing mites? Episode 87
An old beekeeper says to count the mites on the floor and multiply it with 100, is this your mite number in the hive? Is the hive poisonous if I treat them with oxalic acid? Episode 87
I would like clarification on the three OA vaporization treatment intervals to make sure all drone brood are treated Episode 89
Treatment free is the only way to go if we want to resolve the varroa mite problem, do you agree?  Episode 90
Please explain the Saskatraz VS BeeWeaver bee line varroa resistance comparison. Episode 90
Should I treat my bees for mites in the spring? When is the earliest to treat for mites? Episode 93
Will wax moths take over drawn comb in my swarm collection boxes? Episode 96
My new hives are Layens design. I was planning to treat with oxalic acid vapor through a port hole. Would this work or should I consider another treatment? Episode 97
I remember you mentioned that you picked up a Layens Hive. Did you get the insulated version?  Will  you be able to raise it high enough for the skunks and still be able to 
lift the frame out reasonably easily? Episode 97

Honey/Wax Processing
Can I sell my Honey? Episode 2
What if honey crystallizes in the frame or jars? Episode 7
If I sell honey, do I have to be inspected? Episode 7
What are the health benefits of honey? Episode 7
What's the cheapest way to get honey and wax from a beehive? Episode 14
How do you strain or filter your honey? Episode 15
Why is honey in the comb popular? Chunk Honey? Episode 23
What can I do with extracted honey that has a higher water content? Also, is it necessary to remove supers in an area where winter isn't that bad, like Florida? Episode 39
) Do you know what makes bees wax "food grade" and is there a problem with low-temp rendering vs high-temp rendering? Does boiling cause quality issues? Episode 43


